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Dear David, 

We write further to previous memo PS118451-CIV-LTR-001 Rev01 dated 21 February 2020 following 

the selection of Hastings as the preferred site. We have perused further advice from relevant authorities 

focusing on this site.  

The advice provided in the previous memo from United Energy and Telstra/NBN is still relevant. 

Further discussions with South East Water and APA are currently in progress. We have provided an 

update summary below for your information.  

SOUTH EAST WATER 

A response to the preliminary servicing advise request was provided on the 24th April.  

Conversations with SEW suggest that there is no future planned works in this area. As no allowance for 

this development has been planned for, considerable sewer infrastructure will need to be constructed 

whereby the impact on the Somers’ Treatment Plant should also be considered.  

For the water provision, a 600DN transmission main is present along Graydens Road which is the 

mostly likely tapping point.  

SEW have requested direct correspondence with council to discuss planning prior to advice being 

provided. The correspondence suggests that SEW is looking to determine a servicing strategy 

dependent on other new council development projects moving into the future which could reduce the 

cost carried by the developer. This discussion is currently in process.  

UNITED ENERGY 

No further investigation was undertaken. Refer to Section 3 from LTR-001 Rev 01 for advice on 

Hastings Site.  

APA 

While previous advice indicating that loads and upgrades can only be advised upon following detailed 

plans of building types and manufactures still apply, we have received general advice from APA in 

regards to connection locations and limitations.  

There are three potential locations for connections to the gas infrastructure.  
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Connection to the 100DN main along Boes Road previously identified would require a 3m wide 

easement from Boes Road to the subject site. This will require the cooperation of all effected 

landowners. Upgrades will likely consist of duplication of this gas main and potentially upgrades to the 

mechanical infrastructure which regulates the pressure.  

Similarly, gas assets in the north most residential areas of Hastings can be utilised. This would require 

crossing roads as well as the railway line for which approvals will be required.   

APA has identified a third option which did not present in the DBYD inquiry. An APA transmission 

main runs along Frankston-Flinders Road, adjacent to the railway line. By constructing a new pressure 

regulator on the main it can be used as a distribution point for the industrial land.  

This asset runs parallel to the eastern site boundary and the change on land use to industrial zone will 

trigger authority approvals with APA.  

The type of industrial development is critical for confirmation on the works required. APA will only 

reticulate gas services on a needs basis to fixed consumers. If the industrial development is intending to 

have gas provision across the entire site, the cost of headworks will likely be carried by the developer.  

TELSTRA/NBN 

No further investigation was undertaken. As per Section 3 in LTR-001 Rev 01, development plans 

should be submitted to NBN for review when appropriate.  

CLOSING 

We trust that the initial servicing investigation and updated information has provided clarity for 

development planning.  

Further resolution of APA and SEW headwork requirements will be possible once details of the 

development proposal are available to authorities.  

Any future correspondence received will be forwarded through for your information.  

Yours sincerely 

 

 

David Worsley 

Senior Civil Engineer 
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